Preparation to the session of TRIZ Master Certification Council 2018

Dear Colleagues!

1. Let us remind you, that a session of TRIZ Master Certification Council (TMCC) is scheduled for September 15, 2018 as one of the events of TRIZfest-2018 Conference. The Conference will take place in Lisbon, Portugal September 13-15, 2017. TRIZfest-2018 First Call for Papers is now available at https://matriz.org/trisfest-2018-first-call-for-papers/

2. To the moment, five applications are received by TMCC:
Two candidates have applied through defense:
- Anton Kojemyako, Russia
- You Shin Han, South Korea

Three candidates have applied for outstanding achievements in the field of practical application of TRIZ in the inventive or innovative activity:
- Jae Yeon Kim, South Korea
- Christoph Dobrusskin, Netherlands
- Yongwei Sun, China

TMCC can consider 1 or 2 more additional applications in 2018. Candidates should inform MATRIZ before April 30, 2018 whether they want to submit their applications. This information should be addressed to the Chairman of MATRIZ TMCC, Dr. Simon Litvin and Academic Secretary of MATRIZ TMCC, Dr. Oleg Feygenson.


4. All additional information will be provided in the subsequent information letters from TMCC.

Best regards,

Simon Litvin, PhD, TRIZ Master, Chairman of MATRIZ TMCC
slitvin@gen-triz.com

Oleg Feygenson, PhD, TRIZ Master, Academic Secretary of MATRIZ TMCC
oleg.feygenson@gmail.com